
New year, new me, a new  start for everyone. Fresh

students are next in line to meet our amazing profs,

interesting courses and our lovely study

association!  2021 will be a year  of hope and

opportunities but setbacks are not unavoidable.

However, do not forget that a year counts 365

days, let's live every single day and enjoy every

moment. Don't wait for perfect moments to

happen, take a moment and make it perfect!

This edition will be all about happiness and fun.  A

bingo full of funny exam moments, relaxing

activities  to take your mind off, hilarious memes

and a crossword about pies. Have fun reading

folks!

Cheers,

Scribe

Oh and don't forget our 'hidden hyperlinks'. Try

clicking on things! This icon might help you: 
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DEAR 
DONDRITES,



January is full of exams and we are probably all glad that the

exam period will soon be over. After a period like this, it always

seems like our days were filled with studying, exams, and more

studying.  However, many other things have happened as well!

The thoughts and events in this bingo are probably familiar to all

of us. This bingo is here to remind you of all the things you may

have thought about and have done during this exam period. We

hope it puts a smile on your face. Enjoy!
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Dear Dondrites,

We hope that you are all doing well, especially during this exam period. For many of you, these

exams will be your first exams of the Cognitive Neuroscience master. For many more of you, these

exams will be the first exams that you take from behind your own laptop, as opposed to taking

them in a big hall filled with other students. 

We understand that it might be a difficult and new situation to study and take exams from home,

which is why we want everyone of you to know that we try our hardest to help you in any way we

can. For example, our amazing Education committee organised exam preparation sessions for

courses like Neuroimaging and Advanced Maths. The Activity committee provided a fun relaxation

event where you could unleash your creative side, and will host a fun sporty event on January

25th!  Moreover, the Scribe committee is here to provide you with fun games (such as the Bingo

and Crossword puzzle) in the awesome newsletter you are currently reading!

Some fun and exciting news is that Dondrite's 4th birthday is coming up! Officially, the birthday is on

January 31st, but because that is on a Sunday, we decided to celebrate it on Monday February 1st.

Here, yours truly (the Board) will provide a safe and responsible pick-up moment where you can

get a slice of cake! In the evening, we will host a fun and informal pub-quiz, so put your party hats

on and get ready to celebrate!

Relating to Dondrite's birthday, our amazing PR manager, Brittany, has been working days and

nights on improving the Dondrite website. From February 1st onwards, you can find that our

website has a flashy new design with some exciting new pages (including a beautiful overview of

all upcoming events, as well as a fun news page where you can post comments!). We hope you

are as excited as we are for all these amazing changes!

Stay safe, healthy, and happy!

Love,

The Board
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A WORD FROM THE
BOARD

https://fb.me/e/OEB0uUs3


RECENT DONDRITE
EVENTS Creative comfort

On Friday, January  15th, Dondrite's Activity committee prepared

the first relaxation activity. Only a paper and a pen were needed.

During this activity we chose between different creative games. We

decided to choose someone who would picture a drawing in mind

who subsequently told the rest how to draw that. From guitars and

bats to landscapes with prophecies. We can assure you,  many

great talents  came to light. 

Dondrite's Birthday

31-01-21 

Take a moment to to celebrate and cheer for your

favourite study association! 

Celebration of Dondrite's bday

01-02-21

Pie-pick up at Brittany's during the day. In the

evening there will be an online pub-quiz

Solid(t)ary sport activity

25-01-21 

The second relaxation activity  will be

sporty workout. A sweaty break will do

more than you'd think. 
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UPCOMING
DONDERS EVENTS

Exam preparation
On Wednesday January 13th and Thursday January 21th a former

CNS student Tamara and two second year studentsMaros and Pius

have led two exam preparation sessions for Advanced Math and

Neuroimaging I. Questions were answered, hints and tips were

given. They made sure that everyone got the most out of it!

https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/@1233588/graduate-school-scientific-integrity-day-2020/
https://www.ru.nl/donders/agenda/agenda/?evt_mode=zoeken_778818&zoeken_year=2020&zoeken_month=02&pager_page=0
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scribedondrite@gmail.com

Do you have anything youwant to share here? Send usyour message at

Save the date:

January 31st
Dondrite's
birthday!

NOTICEBOARD

 

Coffee lounge jazz

Piano in the background

DONDRITE PICKS
Relaxing playlists
                 (for studying)

John Coltrane - Blue train

2cellos

Technoise

MONTHLY MEME

Chill lofi study beats



Who doesn't like pie, huh? Sweet desserts, self-

made or self-bought. It has been a real hype within

Dondrite's  members, and as Dondrite's birthday is

coming up pies are especially relevant. Let's test

your knowledge in this sweet crossword and see

how many desserts you can name by seeing a

short description.

On the next page you will find the solution to last

month's puzzle.
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CROSSWORD

On the next page you will find the 

solution to last month's puzzle.

https://crosswordlabs.com/view/pies-25

https://crosswordlabs.com/view/pies-25


Anonymous neuroimaging professor
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DONDRITECNS

CROSSWORD solution
 

FOLLOW FOR ALL THE LATEST
DONDRITE UPDATES

"You can do serious damage with an

MRI, you've essentially got a huge

microwave.-

DON DRITE

DONDRITE

 


